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7 pm, Wednesday, November 17, 2021

Location: Lawrenceville Masonic Lodge #131

465 S. Perry Street

Lawrenceville, GA 30046
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CALENDARCALENDAR

Monthly Meeting Notes

10/20/2021 Meeting was held at the Lawrenceville Masonic Hall. IPMS Marietta Scale Modelers Chapter

President, Buz Pezold was present. IPMS Atlanta Chapter President, Dave Lockhart opened and

conducted the meeting.

1. Business:

- Treasurer: Art Murray reported (confidential)

- Website/Newsletter: Bill Easton reported - any changes/improvements welcome.

- AtlantaCon 2021: Kim Elmore

- Registration: - Opens at 9 am; still need help

- Judging: - Starts at 1 pm; as always, will need help

- Raffle: - Asked for kit donations (cars and ships welcomed.)

- Vendor Tables: - Still some available

- Club Table: - Bill Aicklen indicated there were some more members interested in putting kits

on the club table; help in managing the table will be appreciated

- Reminder - There wil be a 10% fee (payable to the club) for kits sold from the club table.

- AtlantaCon 2022: Flyer with information for 3/19/2022 provided by Kim Elmore

- Reminder - 2021 IPMS Atlanta Christmas Party will be Saturday, December 4 at 5:30 pm at

the Elmore home (address and details will come later.)

- No further business

2. Show & Tell for models on the table:

- Members discussed and got a close look at models that had been brought in.

IPMS ATLANTA IPMS MARIETTA SCALE MODELERS

Nov 17: Monthly Meeting 7-9 pm

(Masonic Lodge, Lawrenceville)

Nov 20: Saturday Build Session 1-3 pm

(Online)

Nov 27: Saturday Build Session 1-3 pm

(Online)

Dec 4: Saturday Build Session 1-3 pm

(In-Person at Hobby Town Buford)

Dec 4: Christmas Party

Jim and Kim Elmore's

Dec 11: Saturday Build Session 1-3 pm

(Online)

Dec 15: Monthly Meeting 7-9 pm

(Masonic Lodge, Lawrenceville)

December Monthly Meeting will NOT be

a formal business meeting. WILL be the

Christmas Party (day and details TBA.)
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COMPLETED:

MiG-21, Bill Wofford

F-4, Brian Speer

MiG-17, Bill Johnston

B-58, (1/48), Bill Easton

Berlin Airlift C-47 (1/144), Bill Easton

F-105, Gale Brown, Bill Easton

F-117, Gale Brown

F/A 18, Jim Elmore

F-5, Jim Elmore

F-16B Jim Elmore

F-16C Jim Elmore

A-10, Ed Hulsey

B-52, (1/48), Ed Sveum

B-1B, (1/48), Ed Sveum

B-17F, (1/48), Ed Sveum

USS Skipjack (1/72), Dave Lockhart

F-104, Jim Elmore

IN PROCESS:

Berlin Airlift C-54 (1/144), Bill Easton

UNASSIGNED:

A-4 Skyhawk

F-100

A-6

F-106

F-86

OV-10

OV-1A

All models/kits are 1/32 Scale unless otherwise noted.

Models for the Gwinnett Veterans Memorial Museum

http://gwinnettveteransmemorialmuseum.org/

Member Note:

Please consider building one of

these 1/32 models. The

veterans are always glad to

receive a new model for display

in the museum.

Status ...

Jim Elmore indicated that he may deliver more kits to the hospital in the next month or so.

Jim also asks members, "As always, please pass on any leads on affordable, snaptite kits."

Childrens' Healthcare of Atlanta

at Egleston Hospital

CHOA

Please Note!

http://gwinnettveteransmemorialmuseum.org/
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AtlantaCon 2021 Overall and Memorial Award Results

Overall Awards

Best of Show 1937 Ford Pickup Truck Ken Denza

Best Aircraft OS2U Kingfisher Ken Niles

Best Ship HIJMS Yamato Anthony Tow

Best Automotive 1937 Ford Pickup Truck Ken Denza

Best Armor M3 Gun Motor Carriage Philip Hui

Best Diorama Jenny Barnstormer Paul Crawley

Best Space/Sci-Fi Jackal Jim Elmore

Best Desert Storm Iraqi MIG-21 Nghia Tran

Memorial Awards

Per Kim Elmore: A new class of awards at this year's AtlantaCon, one we hope we never have to

repeat: awards in memory of modelers we have lost, highlighting the models they loved to build.

Jim Whitley Memorial Award-Best 1/48 Jet Aircraft. Winner:

Me 262 A1a built by Dennis White

McLean Gilbert Memorial Award-- Best Allied Armor. Winner:

M3 Gun Motor Carriage built by Philip Hui

Dana Hebert Memorial Award--Best Axis Armor. Winner:

Stug IV, built by Dennis White

Doug Shearer Memorial Award--Best USMC. Winner:

OA-4M Skyhawk built by Brian Hilliard

Brian Mason Memorial Award--Best Junior. Winner:

Captain America Freedom Flyer built by Christian Culbertson

Jim Saunders Memorial Award-- Best 1/48 Propeller Aircraft. Winner:

OS2U Kingfisher built by Ken Niles

Walt Fryza Memorial Award-- Best Ship. Winner:

HIJMS Yamato built by Anthony Tow

Congratulations to all the winners!

Thanks to everyone for coming and hope to see you in March for AtlantaCon 2022!
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October Monthly Meeting

RAFFLE

WINNER

Art Murray
MODEL OF THE MONTH

A TIE!

Bill Aicklen

Anthony Tow

and
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"

November Hobby Town Build Session

Due to the holiday season, Hobby Town utilizes our normal meeting room for inventory storage. But,

HT generously had tables set-up in their RC demo area for us to still be able to meet.

Ken Teller, another new member stopped by.
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Three Builds

from

Edin Vojnikovic

"ON THE TABLE" - SHOW & TELL ...

Fw-190 A5

Kit: Eduard

Scale: 1/72

Paint: Hobby Colors

Spitfire Mk IX

Kit: Eduard

Scale: 1/72

Paint: Hobby Colors

Yugoslavia Hurricane Mk I

Kit: Hobby Armor

Scale 1/72

Paint: Hobby Colors

April, 1941

Belgrade, Yugoslavia
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More SHOW & TELL ...

Bill Aicklen

Anthony Tow

USS Pittsburgh

Kit: Trumpeter

Scale: 1/700

Add On's: WEM PE detail set: Blue Ridge Quad Bofors set; human figures

Techniques: Scratch-built helicopter; Mk 25 radar dishes; 5 in. guns modified to 1950's configuration.

USS Corry, DD-817

Kit: Commander

Scale: 1/35C0

Add On's: PE, Archer custom dry transfers

Techniques: Scratch-built mast, hollow barrels, stretched sprue antennas

Historical /

Background

Information:

Bill's father

commanded this

ship.

Bill commented,

"My father's favorite

command; a Fram I

Gearing Class DD."

Co-M
odel

of th
e Mo

nth

Co-M
odel

of th
e Mo

nth
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More SHOW & TELL ...

Two Builds From Paul Lovell

Ryan XF2R-1 Dark Shark

Kit: MPM

Scale: 1/72

Paint: Rattle Can

MiG-21

Kit: (Unknown)

Scale: 1/72

Paint: Tamiya Acrylics

This came from a box of broken models that belonged to Fernando Sanchez's cousin.
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More SHOW & TELL ...

Frank Resciniti

Japanese Zero M6A2 Type 21

Kit: Hasegawa

Scale: 1/48

Paint: Gunze Sayo

Add On's: Aero Master Decals

Techniques: Filled-in panels with

pencil lines, pastel weathering

Shown as a Japanese Army

aircraft stationed at Rabaul.

F-104C

Kit: Hasegawa

Scale: 1/32

Paint Tamiya/Alclad II

Ceiling-hanger for the Gwinnett Veteran's Museum

Jim Elmore
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More SHOW & TELL ...

Fernando Sanchez

AMX 30B French Main Battle Tank

Kit: MENG

Scale: 1/35

Paint: Model Master (enamel), Tamiya (acrylic), Flory (wash), and pigments

Add On's:

1) Voyager photo etch parts everywhere

2) Voyager main gun

3) Antennas

Scratch-built:

1) Laser Kit

a)Vision device

b) Laser gun

c) Laser detector & processor

d) Laser deck

e) Cables

2) Basket hinges

Camouflage Technique: Draw lines before assembling and camouflage painting before adding anything

to main structures

Historical/Background:

Urban Camouflage used by

FORAD

(Force Adversaires Division)
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Sprue Snippings ...
If you run across a source that you think might be helpful to others for their modeling reference, or just for

general interest, please pass it along. For this month ...

From Alan Toon:

In last month's newsletter, we mentioned that we had heard about Kings Hobby in Austin, Tx, owned by

former IPMS Atlanta member Marc Hobbs. After reading the newsletter, Alan Toon sent us a note about

how both he and Marc were in the 116th Army Band together back in the day. Alan retired from 20 years

service in 2013.

I recently exchanged an email with Marc and told him I would put him on the newsletter mailing list to keep

him updated with Atlanta area activity.

From Michael Blackwood:

Info Sources for the Atlantis HH-3E "Jolly Green Giant:

I'm going to leave this posting in the newsletter until March for reference ...

Kit Review

Search Results

This one obviously was from Chris

Waggener's tool shop.

Not sure about this

one ...

Either Art was

bustin' a Saturday

Night Fever dance

move pose ...

or

He was telling the

Star Wars crew in

the foreground, "He

went that way!"

https://www.dembrudders.com/atlantis-hh-3e-jolly-green-giant-review.html
https://www.google.com/search?q=hh-3e+coast+guard+bottom&tbm=isch&ved=2ahUKEwjh6ITD_o3yAhUNGVMKHcuGCM0Q2-cCegQIABAC&oq=hh-3e+coast+guard+bottom&gs_lcp=ChJtb2JpbGUtZ3dzLXdpei1pbWcQAzoECCMQJzoFCCEQqwI6BAgeEApQ2iVYijlggEhoAHAAeACAAbkBiAGNBZIBAzcuMZgBAKABAcABAQ&sclient=mobile-gws-wiz-img&ei=GZ0FYaH4CY2yzALLjaLoDA&bih=1075&biw=834&prmd=sinv&rlz=1C9BKJA_enUS809US809&hl=en-US#imgrc=mgZ6hGI_yx1IoM
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Modeler's "Silver Bullets" ...
As modelers, seems like we are always on the lookout for the perfect paint, tool, or technique that will

magically help us get the build done just right the first time every time. (I know. If it were that easy, what fun

would this hobby be.) Anyway, just like buying another kit we don't need, we keep looking for magic

solutions. Let us know about the paint, tools, supplies, and techniques that work for you.

SAKURA Gelly Roll 08 Pens - From Bill Easton

My normal process for painting airplane cockpit details is to lay down a coat of flat black to provide shadows. Then,

I apply the primary cockpit or panel color (trying not to completely cover the shadows.) Following that, I dry-brush

with a silver or light color to give definition to the raised areas and create an impression of some slight wear to

background areas. After that, I would use a toothpick or tiny brush to apply paint color to dials, buttons, and

switches.

Recently I ran across a modeler on FaceBook talking about the virtues of utilizing Gelly Roll pens for fine detail

paint highlighting (like white lettering on model car tires, or, in my case, cockpit instrument switches.) The particular

size pen mentioned had a .4 mm tip (medium line) that readily applies a small deposit of fade-resistant and water-

resistant ink.

White and red worked well for knobs on

this center console.

At this point, I plan to keep white, red, and black Gelly Roll pens on hand for cockpit detail.
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King of Fighters, Volume 2, The Monoplane Era, from Helion, completes the

story of Nikolai Polikarpov and his design bureau. Whereas Volume 1

concentrated on the Po-2/U-2 utility biplane and the I-15 series of fighters, this

book focuses on the I-16 series and the designs that were intended to replace it.

(In fact, the I-185 was considered superior to the equivalent Lavochkin and

Yakovlev designs, but political reasons saw it being passed over, and

Polikarpov’s early death in 1944 was probably the only thing that kept him out of

a gulag.) As with the earlier book, there are tons of photos, multi-view line

drawings of every conceivable design concept and variant, and a 16-page

section of color drawings. There were a few other designs, and some work

continued after his death, but in 1953 the bureau was merged with that of

Mikoyan, who had already become the new “king of fighters”. These two books

combine to be the definitive work on the subject.

Also from Helion, #14 in the Europe @War series is We Were Never There,

Volume 1, which describes the CIA’s U-2 operations in the 1956-1960 period,

which ends with the Powers shootdown (which is included). Whereas their

earlier book on the U-2 dealt primarily with the Eastern bloc’s attempts to

defeat the U-2s, this book covers the ops from the American standpoint.

After telling about the aircraft’s development and that of its tactics and

procedures, most of the book describes particular missions, including maps

and timelines, and there are examples of the photos that were taken. The

text describes what was expected, what was found, and what lessons were

learned. The color section is briefer than normal: two pages of color side-

views, one of color photos, and one map, but this was not a particularly

colorful subject! I think that this is a good book to read if you like spy thrillers!

And #36 in Middle East @War is 75 Years of

the Israeli Air Force, Volume 3, which wraps up this trilogy. Whereas the first

2 books provided a combat history of the IAF throughout its history, this

volume covers the non-combat operations: training, refueling, recon,

electronic warfare, special ops, naval support and ground-based air defense.

This is covered quickly but thoroughly enough, in only 1/3 of the book. The

rest is reference: an appendix lists every aircraft the IAF ever had, in any

quantity, subdivided by function and then chronologically. This is followed by

a 50-page photo gallery showing one photo of every type, in the same order,

most in color. Three pages of color side-views show the ground-based air

defense weapons and some of Israel’s UAVs, along with additional unit

patches. This is followed by a 14-page list of every aircraft kill the IAF ever

claimed. While, as with any list of that type, some question of exaggeration

will always exist, the list seems reasonably authoritative. This book is a must

for anyone interested in the IAF, especially if you bought the first two books!

JIM'S PRINTED MATTERS

by Jim Pernikoff
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A trio from Osprey this month. The Ruhr 1943 is #24 in Air Campaign, and

describes the RAF’s main night bombing campaign against German industry.

The dambusters raid was part of this but had captured most of the publicity,

and as this book shows, there was much more to the campaign than that. An

earlier 1942 campaign had been less than successful, but the advent of new

aircraft, specifically Mosquitos carrying the Oboe target marking system, made

the 1943 campaign somewhat more successful, though arguably it succeeded

more from a psychological standpoint than in actual damage caused. Of

course, the Germans now had the Kammhuber radar line and a full force of Bf

110 night fighters, so losses were heavy. Maps include one of the cities the

RAF targeted, one of the German defenses and one of Essen, the primary

target because of the Krupp works. There are several mission maps, including

one of minelaying operations in the Baltic Sea and one of similar raids staged

outside the Ruhr region, along with some dramatic combat paintings. As with

the previous books on the air campaigns of Norway and Holland, this tells a

story that has not really received much in print.

X-Planes #16 is on the huge Douglas XB-19 and is essentially a compact

version of author Wolf’s big book for Schiffer. It describes how the Army came

up with a need for a global bomber and how Douglas made it happen. Over 30

pages provide a detailed technical description of all the aircraft’s systems,

along with a 2-page isometric cutaway and four 2-page three-view drawings

showing the aircraft at different times in its life. The only combat painting is a

hypothetical one of a B-19A playing the role of the Enola Gay and dropping the

A-bomb on Hiroshima. (The caption does not say that this painting is fiction,

which might lead someone to believe that it actually happened!) If you don’t

have the big book, this one is a good summary on a rather interesting aircraft,

which influenced later types like the B-36.

New Vanguard #300 (!) is Warships in the Spanish Civil War, which like

some of the other recent books in this series is a hybrid, in this case also

doubling as a Campaign book, since most of the text describes all the naval

action that took place during the SCW, which has never gotten the kind of

attention that the land and (particularly) air wars have gotten. Author

Konstam manages to provide information along the way about how the

ships were gotten by each side – it usually was based on what was in a port

when it changed hands – with just enough technical background on the

ships themselves. There are color side-views of 8 ships, a 2-page isometric

cutaway of a Nationalist cruiser, and several combat paintings.

Specifications of all ships, including their eventual fate, are all listed at the

back of the book. Again, a useful book about a topic that has largely been

ignored in the past.

JIM'S PRINTED MATTERS - Continued
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A trio of bookazines from Key Publishing, all currently available at Barnes &

Noble. World War II, Volume 2, 1941, is the second in this series which lists

the events of the year in short articles of 1-2 pages each, in chronological

order. As before, this includes both very well-known and largely unknown

events. Some here include the first actions in North Africa and around Malta

as well as in Syria, the German invasions of Crete, Yugoslavia and the Soviet

Union, the sinking of Hood, Bismarck and Ark Royal, and of course the

attacks on Pearl Harbor and the Philippines. When all six volumes have been

issued, they will make a nice, concise history of

the war to go along with their World War I

counterparts.

Battle of the Atlantic is a very detailed account of

the war at sea, highlighting the various tactical

approaches used by both sides to both facilitate

and defeat the transatlantic convoys. The conflicts involving the Graf Spee,

Hood, Bismarck and Tirpitz are all included, along with all the aspects of U-

boat operations in both good times and bad. Of particular interest are articles

about several individual cargo ships, which help personalize a very impersonal

campaign. There is also an interesting article about codebreaking. The

weakness is little mention of the aerial aspects of the campaign; I don’t recall

seeing any mention of Fw 200s, Sunderlands or B-24s. Still, this is a well-done

issue about an important campaign that is often overlooked.

Aviation Archive #57 is BEA, 75th Anniversary Special, which deals with

British European Airways, part of the reorganization of British civil

transport after WW2. BEA, as the name suggests, provided flights to the

continent, whereas BOAC covered the rest of the world. The 25 aircraft

included are both small and large and include helicopters, starting with

DC-3s, Ansons and even Ju 52s (!) and eventually including most of

Britain’s postwar airliners; later American types like the 707 and L-1011

were added. Perhaps the most interesting part for modelers is the

description of BEA’s four main liveries used in its 28 years, and there are

four 2-page presentations of multiple types in each livery, averaging about

12 aircraft per spread, along with a fifth such spread showing cargo and

subsidiary aircraft. There are also the usual foldouts, which this time are

all isometric cutaways of 8 different aircraft. The last chapter is on BEA’s

being folded back into British Airways, with some photos of aircraft in

hybrid markings. A full fleet list completes the story. The next issue will feature only 8 aircraft: the best U.S.

fighters of WW2.

JIM'S PRINTED MATTERS - Continued
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Schiffer Legends New Releases January - June 2022

from Jim Pernikoff

Here are Legends of Warfare and Legends of Flight releases for the first half of 2022. Dates are subject

to change.

The Huey in Vietnam (January)

C-17 Globemaster III (January)

Fubuki-Class Destroyers (January)

Heinkel He 111 (April)

AV-8B Harrier II (May)

USS Intrepid CV-11 (May)

Twin Mustang (May)

155mm Long Tom (June)

B-25 Mitchell, Part 1 (June)

--------------------------------------

Boeing 707 (April)

Boeing 757 (April)
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Top Gun: F-14A Tomcat

by Dennis Moore (a.k.a. Kid Maverick)

I wanted to fly as a fighter pilot when I grew up as a kid. The Navy had the best pilots because they

had to have the skills to land on a moving aircraft carrier. It looked more difficult to land because the

landing strip pitched and rolled in the waves. Night landings looked even more demanding. And

according to the movie Top Gun (16MAY1986) the best pilots went to the real-life Top Gun (Fighter

Weapons School) Naval Air Station Miramar in San Diego, California. When I saw the film, then, and the

trailer, now, for the new movie Top Gun: Maverick, it re-ignited my passion for the F-14. I wanted to fly

like LT Pete "Maverick" Mitchell, chasing MiGs across the sky. Not everyone could fly like him, so I

recently built a variable wing F-14A Tomcat from AMT that I had in my stash. I converted the standard

F-14A model with some upgrades to look like the aircraft in the first Top Gun movie. I bucked the

conventional out of the box display of the Tomcat and made it my own.

The AMT 1/48 scale F-14A Tomcat came in two markings. A first option consisted of the Wolfpack

VF-1 squadron aboard the USS Enterprise during OCT1974 operations. The decals looked red and white

with the Wolfpack insignia on the tail fin. The Grumman F-14A was painted grey and white with a tan

nose cone. A second option came with the Swordsman VF-32 squadron operating in the 1980's aboard

the USS John F. Kennedy. The decals came in yellow and white with a sword as the insignia. The aircraft

was painted grey and white with a grey and white nose cone. I chose a different option. I bought decals

from eBay that had the markings of the Black Lions VF-213 squadron aboard the USS Enterprise. I

painted my aircraft light ghost grey and armed it with two phoenix, two sparrow, and two sidewinder

missiles. I painted them white and added the appropriate decal markings from the kit in the box for the

missiles.

The decal sheet that I used listed on eBay as "1/48 USAF VF-213 Black Lions F-14B F-14D Tomcat

Fighter Model Decal". The Black Lions were one of the two real squadrons portrayed in the Top Gun

movie aboard the USS Enterprise (Aardvarks VF-114 was the other). I dipped the Black Lions insignia in

a bowl of water until I could carefully slide it onto the aircraft. In the process, I tore off the lion's legs. I

scrambled to get the two pieces onto the tail fin before they dried misaligned. I managed to fit them

together seamlessly into one whole lion. The number 101 at the front of the aircraft was also black, and I

placed it on without incident. Then, I started to put a grey decal on the aircraft, and it disappeared on me.

I looked for it before realizing that it blended perfectly with the light ghost grey paint, and I could barely

see it. I put some more grey decals on, and they also disappeared. So, I took them off and used the

correlating colorful decals that came with the kit instead.

I upgraded the standard AMT kit with an F-14A/B Tomcat USN pilot & operator w/ejection seat from

Aerobonus. The aftermarket product came in 1/48 fine detail and molded in different pieces. I had to cut

them out like the head and arms and glue them into proper locations. The seats were more difficult to

"hack" loose from the base. Next, I painted the pilot and radar intercept officer (RIO) according to the

painting guide. Since the flight uniform and G-suit were almost the same olive green, I just mixed some

red to darken the green. I painted the pilots helmet red and the RIO's yellow. The ejection seats were

(Continued)
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Top Gun: F-14A Tomcat - Continued

painted aluminum with a black wash that I wiped off to give it more definition. Finally, when I tried to dry-

fit the cockpit into the fuselage, it didn't fit because the canopy didn't properly close. I had to gut the

landing gear bay and lower the cockpit to the bottom of the fuselage. It almost fit, so I sanded the edges

of the cockpit, and I glued the canopy on with rubber bands compressing it in place.

I created three composite images to accompany this

article. The first one consisted of an F-14A Tomcat

accompanied by an F-18 Hornet. The F-14A had its wings

swept back and was still fully armed with phoenix,

sidewinder,

and sparrow

(tucked

underneath

the fuselage)

missiles. I shot

an overcast sky early in the morning at a local park.

Secondly, I produced a portrait image of the aircraft with

wings halfway

extended

shooting a

sparrow missile. I blurred the aircraft and the missile to give

the photo a sense of motion. I created the missile exhaust

with a brush tool in photoshop. I then shot the overcast

morning with blue sky showing through it from my

driveway. Finally, I created a combat portrait of a pair of

F-14A's with one firing a sparrow missile at long range. Its

wings were fully extended forward as he banked and fired.

The sky provided a blue and white background on a less

overcast time of the day.

The F-14A fought as a tooth and nail fighter designed to shoot down Russian bombers with its hefty

phoenix missiles. It took a special breed of pilot to fly, fight, and land this aircraft. LT Pete Mitchell started

off as a maverick and ended up as a hero by the finale of Top Gun. He learned the importance of

teamwork to survive air combat. He got the support and guidance of his instructors to realize his potential

as a fighter pilot. Jester taught Maverick that you, "never leave your wingman". By the end of the film

Maverick implemented Jester's lesson, saving the day. After initially retreating from an engagement that

didn't feel right, he rejoined Iceman refusing to leave his wingman. They managed to shoot down some of

the MiG's that outnumbered them, and Maverick returned to the carrier having saved Iceman. Lesson

learned.
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AtlantaCon  

Scale Model Show & Contest 

Saturday, March 1 , 0  

:00 am – 4:00 pm 

IAM Local  Union Hall   S  Marie a Pk  

Marie a  GA   

 

Theme:  Movie/TV Magic 

Registra on   for IPMS members  

J niors nder   

General admission  

Q es ons   go to ipms-atlanta org  
Or email kdmcelmore gmail com 

 

Sponsored b  
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Scale Modeler's Brag Sheet

Model Subject: ________________________________________________________________

Kit Used: ____________________________________________________________________

Scale: _______________________________________________________________________

Add-ons: _____________________________________________________________________

Paints: _______________________________________________________________________

Special Techniques: ____________________________________________________________

Any Historical/Background Information: ___________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

Modeler's Name: _______________________________________________________________

Scale Modeler's Brag Sheet

Model Subject: ________________________________________________________________

Kit Used: ____________________________________________________________________

Scale: _______________________________________________________________________

Add-ons: _____________________________________________________________________

Paints: _______________________________________________________________________

Special Techniques: ____________________________________________________________

Any Historical/Background Information: ___________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

Modeler's Name: _______________________________________________________________

Fill out and bring with your

model to the club meeting.

Fill out and bring with your

model to the club meeting.

(Editor Note: If you are bringing a model to put on the table and discuss at a meeting, please fill

out one of these info sheets for each model to help get correct and complete information about

your model in the next newsletter. Thanks!)
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Applications should be printed and mailed to: IPMS/USA, PO Box 1411, Riverview, FL 33568-1411

To get this application in online "editible" form, go to

http://www.ipmsusa3.org/uploads/ipms_application_form_2019.pdf

Enter your information, print out the form and mail.

http://www.ipmsusa3.org/uploads/ipms_application_form_2019.pdf

